As one of the official languages used in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, researches on its handwriting recognition technology still lag behind, and the input method still stays in the keyboard code stage. Based on the previously developed UCpen2.0 handwriting sample database, this paper propose an algorithm that combines the whole-word recognition and segmentation recognition of Uygur; analyze the main problems during character segmentation and propose the minimum spanning tree method that can prevent false segmentation; during feature extraction, the multi-level classifier is built through rough classification and fine classification, and based on the segmentation execution and feature extraction, recognition is conducted in accordance with the criteria of element feature library; by adopting the method that combines the HMM model and nearest neighbor classifier, implement HMM in the online handwriting recognition of Uygur, and on the selection of basic model units, common words, connected character fields and characters are regarded as the three types of information to be recognized, among which, the element is irreplaceable modeling unit. Finally, in order to verify the system performance, this paper adopts four groups of indices to test the system performance, and corresponding test results and analysis are also provided.
INTRODUCTION
Uygur is a language formed and developed based on the Arabic alphabet and part of Persian alphabet, which belongs to agglutinative language, and it is one of the official languages used in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, China. At present, the characters with wide application all have mature handwriting recognition method, such as the Chinese characters and Latin letters. Some minority languages with relatively wide application are also attracting more and more attention, and researches on the handwriting recognition of these minority languages will further expand the applicable scope of handwriting recognition, filling the gap in handwriting recognition of these languages. Due to various reasons such as simple letter structure, character agglutination and less extractable information for identification, its handwriting recognition has not achieved effective handwriting recognition algorithm such as that of Chinese characters and Latin letters. The lagging behind of related researches is mainly presented on the following aspects: (1) There is lack of adequate basic data to be used by the researchers, including image, text and diary; (2) The special writing of Uygur makes it difficult to generate high-quality training data; (3) There is lack of fund and communication between researchers; (4) Related researchers started late with a short history.
Under very limited researches on Uygur, due to the similarity between Uygur and Arabic, the existing research results of Arabic have certain reference significance to the research on Uygur recognition. At present, the checkable Arabic character segmentation technique mainly includes three types: ① The segmentation method based on image analysis; ②The segmentation method based on character recognition; ③ The hybrid method that conducts over segmentation first, and then combined route optimization. At present, the method with best result is "over segmentation", which divides the word into "elements", and then combines the elements. Over segmentation has the advantage of reducing missed segmentation, but after over segmentation, the segmented elements must be combined into a complete character. For the element segmentation of Arabic, at present, the main method is to extract the baseline of word first, and then find segmentation points on the baseline. However, the Arabic handwriting does not have obvious baseline, which will generate difficulty in detection of candidate segmentation points.
At present, related domestic researches on recognition of Uygur characters were mainly proposed on the recognition of Chinese. The current algorithms for online recognition of handwritten Uygur are mainly based on the recognition of various features, such as the main direction code feature, stroke structure feature, mutual relation between strokes and directional line element feature. The classification method mainly refers to the classification methods used in recognition of Chinese characters, such as the Euclidean distance classification method, SVM, HMM and neural network, and one classification method or serial/parallel application of multiple classification methods is used for classified recognition. Although these methods have referred to the recognition method for Chinese, however, under the influence of the language characteristics, its recognition rate is limited both in theory and in practice. At present, it has become the focus of Uygur and Arabic language research to find a recognition method that combines multiple features and classifiers in accordance with the language features .
INTRODUCTION UCPEN 2.0 DATABASE
This paper proposes an algorithm that combines whole-word recognition and segmentation recognition, which is based on the preliminarily developed UCpen 2.0 database, i.e., the online handwritten Uygur sample database. The database system model is as shown in Fig. 1 :
For the convenience of search, the database has defined the sample information sequence code, and the handwriting sample information is organized and stored in the file form of sequence code letters and words represented by the sequence code. It consists of 128 letter files and 2000 word files, and the whole database consists of two sub-databases, so there are 2128 files in total; each file is named after the Uygur letter or word represented by the sequence code, as shown in Fig.2 . Fig.2(a) shows the Uygur letter sample database, in which, the letter part represents the name of each file, and the number in brackets represent corresponding sequence code. The sampled data in each file is this letter, i.e., each file is different sample of the same letter, and various handwriting samples are shown in Fig.2(b) . For the selection of writers, various factors have been considered, including gender, age, occupation and education. Division of sample sets: When using the samples from database to train the learning model, because it requires the training samples and test samples to be mutually independent, and in the meantime, because it is difficult to satisfy this requirement with the method of randomly selecting the training samples and test samples, so the learning model Uygur Handwriting Sample Database Writer information DB Sample database
Writer information management system
Sample database management system trained with this sample obtaining method is not necessarily the best model. Therefore, by referring to the HCL2004 method, the samples in database are divided into three mutually independent sets, i.e., the training set, test set and supervision set. The training set and test set are used to build the learning model; the supervision set is used to evaluate the performance of established model (Qi and Yue, etc. 2015; .
SEGMENTATION PROCESS OF UYGUR SYMBOLS
Just as mentioned above, from the system perspective, symbol segmentation is conducted during the early stage of whole recognition process, and the error generated during segmentation will be added to the subsequent recognition process. If there is error of symbol segmentation, the system will not be able to recognize accurate result. The process to realize the symbol segmentation algorithm is complicated, which needs to consider many details. For example, the stroke spacing of the same symbol is not always smaller than that of different symbols, under many circumstances, the same strokes can be combined into different symbols, and these symbols may all have meanings. For example, symbol ‫]ك[‬ can be segmented into characters "۶" and ‫,"ل"‬ and as for whether ‫]ك[‬ is ‫"ك"‬ or " ۶ ‫ل‬ ", people can barely determine, but there will be problem when the computer is used for detection. In addition to the ambiguity problem, the segmentation of Uygur symbols also has the complication problem of search space. For N strokes on the plane, the number of Uygur symbols that they can form could be N's exponential. Even the symbol segmentation of these N strokes has been accurately conducted, due to combination of the relative positions of different symbols, they can still form a large number of Uygur alphabetic symbols. Based on the researches on symbol segmentation, the researchers generally believe that the algorithm which determines whether the strokes belong to the same symbol in accordance with the distance between strokes has the best result. This kind of algorithm includes: the bounded-box method; the Euclidean distance method; the minimum run distance method; the average run distance method; the run method inspired by the bounded-box method; the run method inspired by the Euclidean distance method; etc. This research will focus on the online recognition of handwritten Uygur characters based on the small character table. On this aspect, the generally used methods at present include the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and neural network method, and the researchers also tried to combine the structural pattern recognition method and multipleclassifier combination method. In this research, efforts will be made to improve the recognition performance from the perspectives of classifier combination and multi-information fusion, and multiple classifiers will be used for online recognition of handwritten Uygur characters. Based on that the same characteristic of main character part can provide relatively accurate classification result, special processing is conducted in accordance with the formation principles of Uygur characters to further improve the algorithm and realize better recognition.
In order to solve the above problem, a simple approach is: the probability of a Uygur letter symbol ‫]ك[‬ being matched as character ‫"ك"‬ is higher than the probability of it being matched as " ۶ ‫ل‬ ". The probability of two events happening at the same time equals the product of multiplying the probabilities of each even happening independently, so the probability of symbol ‫]ل[]۶[‬ being matched as characters "۶" and ‫"ل"‬ is Therefore, we specify a cost function:
)"ك"(‬ In this way, the previous comparison of which segmentation has higher probability multiplication becomes the comparison of which segmentation has lower cost sum. Fig.3 indicates that
(‬ This conversion technique is usually used during design of search algorithm. In order to simplify the system description, we further define the cost function: Cost([‫=)]ك‬min(  P ‫]ك[‬ ("X"))，"X"∈ {recognizable character} In other words, Cost([‫)]ك‬ is the cost function  P of the character with highest matching degree in the character set that can be recognized by the system. The workload of calculating Cost([‫)]ك‬ can be assigned to the character recognition subsystem: for a stroke set, the character recognition subsystem calculates its matching degree to each character, and then returns the calculation result of the cost function  P of the character with highest matching degree to Cost([‫.)]ك‬ This evaluation criterion has one problem: in accordance with this criterion, the system tends to combine multiple strokes into a complicated symbol rather than multiple simple symbols. Even if it is divided into multiple simple symbols, each symbol has a low cost (which indicates higher possibility of being matched as character), and the cost sum of these symbols still tends to be higher than the cost of single complicated symbol. Take symbol [ ۶ ‫ل‬ ] for example, although it looks more like characters "۶" and ‫,"ل"‬ the system still tends to treat it as a complicated character ‫."ك"‬ In order to offset such segmentation tendency, a constant factor τ called "combination cost" is added. For symbol consisting of multiple strokes, the more strokes it has, the more combination costs it needs to add, and we define the new cost function as the following:
In which, N([‫)]ك‬ represents the stroke number in symbol ‫.]ك[‬ Obviously, if τ is set too big, the cost of combining strokes into a complicated symbol will be higher, so the system prefers to divide stroke into smaller and simple symbols; on the other hand, if τ is set too small, the system will prefer to combine strokes into a complicated symbol. The specific size of τ can be adjusted in accordance with the actual operation result of system.
Without considering the run time, the above definition is easy to realize. We only need to list all divisions of stroke set S, then calculate the cost for each division, and the one with smallest division cost is the most ideal symbol segmentation plan. However, considering the possible division number of S, this method is infeasible. Assume S consists of N strokes, in accordance with the knowledge of discrete mathematics, we can see that the division number F(N) of set S is: F(N)= 2 N . Among the actual Uygur letter symbols, the Uygur character has limited number of strokes, and there generally won't be more than four strokes ‫.)ش(‬ In order words, the subset i S of S has a limited size. If the maximal size of subset is specified as k, the partition number F(N) from S is the exponential of ( )  k N . If k=5, when N=30, the search space can reach tens of millions. The system also needs to conduct pattern matching of the stroke subsets for each partition, which will take a long computation time, and it is difficult to realize the operation efficiency that the user can be satisfied with.
Obviously, for the strokes within the structure Uygur letter symbols, about whether they can form a letter symbol, an important clue is the distance. The smaller distance between strokes, the more possible for them to form a symbol; on the other hand, the possibility for strokes with bigger distance to form a letter is smaller. If there are other strokes between two strokes, it will be impossible for these two strokes to form a letter symbol, except that the strokes between them form a complicated symbol. We treat the center of the bounding box of each stroke as the stroke center, the distance between two strokes is defined as the length of connecting line between the two stroke centers. The stroke centers and the connecting line in between form a weighted undirected complete graph, in which, the vertexes are the stroke centers, the edge is the connecting line between centers, and the weight of edge is the length of connecting line. In accordance with the Kruskal algorithm, we can obtain the minimum spanning tree of this graph: ①Sort all edges in the graph in increasing order in accordance with their lengths, and obtain an edge queue E; ② S is the edge set of minimum spanning tree in the graph, which is initially empty; G is the point set of minimum spanning tree in the graph, which is also initially empty;③ Take the shortest edge uv from E, if u G^v G, add uv to S, add points u and v to G, and remove edge uv from E; ④ Repeat ③, until E is empty.
In accordance with above discussion, we can see that the distance of two strokes must be shorter than the distance between two strokes, which is reflected as not being directly connected on the minimum spanning tree. This minimum spanning tree can be regarded as reflecting the bonding degree between strokes. In this way, in addition to the limitation of letter stroke number mentioned above, we also need to add limitation of stroke distance. In other words, for the subset of k strokes, they must be a connected part in the minimum spanning tree, and only in this way can they form a meaningful symbol. This kind of constraint will not only significantly reduce the search state space, but also give up some false combinations. without considering other strokes, they present high matching degree to character "٠۫ ٠", but there is no this character in Uygur. As a result, the whole Uygur character might be segmented into [٠۫ ٠] and ‫.]س[‬ Considering the system mentioned above prefers to combine strokes into complicated symbol, this partition has higher possibility. However, in accordance with the minimum spanning tree in Fig.4 , because the strokes are adjacent to each other, they will be matched for accurate recognition. By restricting the size of partitioned stroke set and only determining the adjacent strokes in minimum spanning tree generated in accordance with the distance, it can significantly reduce the search space.
For the single-linkage minimum spanning tree in Fig.4 , its search space will be reduced to
. Then, we can conduct cost analysis of each partition in the search space, and obtain the partition with smallest cost as the output of symbol segmentation system .
FEATURE EXTRACTION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF MULTIPLE CLASSIFIERS
As the core step of online handwriting recognition, the quality of feature extraction will directly affect the recognition rate of character. The method in the order of rough classification-fine classification has certain application in Chinese, Japanese and agglutinative languages, such as Mongolian and Tibetan. Based on this method, this paper extracts and analyzes the segmentation features of agglutinative Uygur characters. Firstly, the design method for rough classifier and fine classifier is used to build multi-level classifier convenient for feature matching; then, conduct specific research on the features of Uygur handwriting on the three aspects of the common words, connected character fields and strokes of Uygur; for the convenience of conducting accurate feature extraction of segmented elements, the overall process of feature extraction is divided into rough classification and fine classification, as shown in 
Features of Rough Classification
Although there is only a small number of Uygur characters, however, due to simple strokes, less extractable features and high similarity, if segmentation is directly conducted, even though the recognition speed might be fast, the error rate will be high, which cannot satisfy the practical requirement. In accordance with the specific structural characteristics of Uygur characters, this paper proposes a four-level rough classification with overlap. In addition, because Uygur is different from Chinese and the western languages on the aspects of writing method and word-building, its reflection in online handwriting recognition is discussed in another paper. During practical application, this paper chooses the following features for rough classification:
(1) Determine whether this element is initial, middle or end form.
(2) Continue to determine whether this element is located above or below the baseline, or on both sides.
(3) Determine how many strokes does this element has. (4) Determine whether this element starts from the baseline, or from above or below the baseline.
In accordance with the characteristics of tree classification, the feature extraction procedure is built in accordance with the location of element in the word, and based on this standard, we can obtain the preliminary results of first-level classification. During the second-level classification, part of the preliminary results obtained in first-level classification are used as the preliminary results, and it is determined in accordance with whether the element is located above, below or on both sides of the baseline. For the third-level classification, the writing stroke number of element is used as the standard for further classification, and then, the classification will be conducted in accordance with the starting position of stroke (Moftah and Ayoub, et al., 2013) .
Input information Global features

Local features
Detailed classification
The decision tree is as the following: Figure 6 . General Classification's Chart Conduct classification of elements in accordance with the above characteristics. The 80 elements that form the characters and connected character fields of Uygur are actually divided into 32 groups, among which, the group with maximum members includes 16 elements, and some groups also only include one element.
Features of Fine Classification
In order to distinguish various elements in each group after rough classification, the extraction of unique feature (i.e., the extraction of fine classification feature) can be conducted in accordance with the stroke direction and feature point of each element, such as whether this element contains a circle, backtrace handwriting, repeated handwriting, etc.
This paper adopts the method that combines the HMM model and nearest neighbor classifier. In order to use HMM in the online recognition of Uygur handwriting, the primary problem is to select basic model units. In the Uygur handwriting recognition system that combines whole-word recognition and segmentation recognition, the common words, connected character fields and characters are the three types of information to be recognized, among which, the element is irreplaceable modeling unit (Raid and Jihad, et al. 2013) .
Assume that the classifier can be divided into N classes in accordance with the level, and the possibility of classification recognition into any class can be expressed by probability, so the probability of actual class Ci can be expressed as:
In which, O refers to the observation feature pattern; Qj,k(O) is the k th best class marker recognized by classifier j. However, the above estimation of posterior probability is infeasible, because this requires classifier to return all possible class marker samples. Therefore, the above formula can be simplified into:
Set the value of M to be smaller than that of N, M<<N. Assume the information Q j (O) provided by each classifier is statistically independent, and the classification result is to obtain class C i with highest posterior probability:
R refers to the number of combined classifiers. Assume these posterior probabilities have not significantly deviated from the prior probabilities, and the above formula can be expressed as:
In which, δ ij <<1 refers to the deviation of posterior probability from the prior probability, it can be further simplified into:
Assume the prior probabilities are equal, then, the posterior probabilities can be closely expressed as:
Element
Character form, e.g.initial, middle or end form
Character position, e.g.above or below the baseline, or on both sides Stroke number P( |O) = P ( ) R refers to the number of combined classifiers. When it is used in the fine classification of Uygur, it takes the value of 2. This summation form of posterior probabilities is much more robust than the simple multiplication form, because in the multiplication form, when the posterior probability of single classifier is 0, the overall posterior probability will also be 0, and this kind of situation can be avoided in the summation form. In addition, under false classification of single classifier, it is still possible to obtain accurate classification result based on the overall posterior probability.
As natural expansion of this method, present the recognition result Q j (O) of classifier in the form of stroke segment rather than character class.
DTW Matching Recognition Algorithm
Because the Uygur character has simple characters, the change in handwriting has significant impact on the features, and its high-level structure features are not obvious. This paper adopts the method that combines dynamic local features and static image features. The matching algorithm adopts the DTW(Dynamic Time Warping)algorithm, and this algorithm can still obtain great results under certain change of strokes (Sabri and Irfan, et al., 2014) .
Based on the investigation of several local features, by combining the used classifier, in order to realize better recognition of character, we adopt the signature sequence{X i ,Y i ,θ i }, in which, X i and Y i are the coordinates of sampling points, and θi is the incidence of sampling point i. θi can be obtained from the following formula:
In which, J=-1, arg is the phase angle of complex in the formula, i.e., the angle of point (x i ,y i ). In the meantime, in order to improve the matching precision of DTW algorithm and the differentiation between different sample sequences, we conduct quantification of directions. Through the eight-direction and sixteendirection quantification experiments, we obtain that the eight-direction quantification is more optimal, as shown in Fig.7 : (1) Basic principle Assume there are two feature sequences A and B, of which, A is template sequence, and B is test sequence. A=a1,a2,…,ai,…,aI, B=b1,b2,…,bj,…,bJ. The corresponding time change relation between feature sequences A and B can be expressed as: f=c(1),c(2),…,c(k),…,c(N), in which, c(k)=(i(k),j(k)); it represents that when conducting k times of feature matching, compare the j(k) th frame in feature sequence B with the i(k) th frame in feature sequence A. c(k) can be regarded as a point on plane i-j, which will move with parameter k on plane i-j and form a curve, which is called the "matching path", as shown in Fig.7 (Omer and Shi, etc. 2010) . Assume d(c(k)) is the local matching distance (Euclidean distance) between the i th frame in template sequence and the j th frame in test sequence, then, the objective of DTW is to make the average matching distance between two feature sequences satisfy the following formula:
In which, w(k) is the weighting coefficient of matching point c(k). (2) Best matching path In order to obtain the path f through calculation, we can use the method of exhaustion to list all paths from the starting point to terminal point, in this way to obtain the minimum distance. However, this involves high computation amount, and considering that the optimal path from point (1,1) to an arbitrary point is irrelevant to the subsequent paths, this paper adopts the method of dynamic programming to obtain f.
Assume g(c(k)) is the minimum distance from the initial point to the k th matching point, and in the next step, it can be obtained in accordance with the search method in Fig.9 .
Figure 9.PossiblePathsforsearching
In which, the number in path is the weighting coefficient, and we have:
Therefore, the DTW matching distance between the test sequence B and template sequence A is: g(c(k))=g(I,J).
In this paper, the obtained feature is used in the HMM model classifier based on DTW, which requires converting the template feature to the probability form that suits the HMM model, and converting the original 3D feature sequence {X i ,Y i ,θ i } to 2D sequence {α i ,β i }.
HMM Model
The HMM(hidden Markov model) has always been a classic statistic model used in speech signal processing, and in recent years, it is also widely used on various other aspects, such as face recognition and handwriting recognition. This paper will apply the extracted features in the HMM model based on DTW (Zagloul and Alrawshdeh, et al. 2011) .
In a simple system, all training samples of character class can be used to build the HMM model for this character class, such as English letters. Extract four-dimensional feature vectors for each sampling point (such as the x and y coordinates, and the sine and cosine values of the included angle of front and back sampling points), and then, build the HMM for the input sample. In these left-to-right models, each state includes a continuous Gaussian distribution, the observed value of state is expressed with a diagonal covariance matrix, Optimal matching path Template and each state allows self-transfer, transferring to the next state or skipping the next state, but it can maximally skip two states, as shown in Fig.10 .
Figure 10.AnexampleofhandwritingrecognitionbasedonHMM
When a character is input for recognition, by calculating the observation probability of input character, the character to which the HMM model with highest probability belongs is the recognition result. The specific realization method is: classify the input Uygur character as common word, connected character field or character; then, conduct rough classification of each class of training data; then, conduct training of model. The experiment shows that for Uygur characters, this method presents strong anti-interference performance, which can maximally prevent dividing a character into multiple segments and causing large-area segmentation error.
If a character is determined as the optimal class CBest, it is the HMM model with highest posterior probability:
Then, in accordance with the Bayes formula:
In which, O is the sequence of observed value corresponding to the input character (i.e., the eigenvector sequence); λi is the HMM model obtained through training of class i; P(O|λi) refers to the probability of observed value output under model λi, which can be obtained through calculation of Viterbi algorithm.
In the above formula, because P(O) is consistent to all models λi, the calculation can be simplified into:
Assume the HMM models of all classes have the same prior probability P(λi), then we have: ( | ) ≈ P( | ) The final decision rule can be simplified as:
The final classification result is decided by the HMM model; L refers to the number of HMM models. Generally speaking, convert the traditional distance matching to statistical probability for comparison. The experiment result proves the effectiveness of this method in recognition of agglutinative language (Yasser and Alginahi, 2015) .
Recognition Idea and Characteristics
Because feature selection includes the rough classification and fine classification features, the element classifier also consists of corresponding rough classifier and fine classifier. During rough classification, the predefined Uygur elements are divided into various classes in accordance with the rule, and each class of elements have the same rough classification features. During recognition, in accordance with the rough classification features of elements to be recognized, specify them with a small candidate element subset used for pattern matching, which can increase the matching speed. During fine classification, in certain small candidate element subset, other features (fine classification features) of elements to be recognized are used for pattern matching.
After the letter segmentation, the features on the left and rights sides of Uygur handwriting (including the rough classification and fine classification features) are extracted in accordance with the position of baseline. During feature matching, first of all, based on the rough classification features, divide the elements to be recognized into an element set S; if this element set only contains one element, it is the recognition result. Otherwise, use the fine classification features, and find the closest element from the candidate element set S as the recognition result. The process of Uygur handwriting recognition is actually a pattern classification process, and the specific process is: firstly, determine the position of Uygur character or character sequence baseline to be recognized; secondly, conduct letter segmentation of Uygur words, then, extract the stroke outline features from the left side of each letter baseline and the stroke structural from the right side of each letter baseline, and decompose each Uygur character sequence into the combination of sub-pattern and element; next, find the closest letter from the standard library of Uygur as the recognition result; finally, combine the recognition results of all letters in accordance with its order in original word, conduct further adjustment and optimization through the Uygur language model based on principle and statistics, and obtain the recognition result of Uygur word or connected character field (Najiba and Monji, 2015) .
Therefore, the idea mentioned in the paper is to conduct recognition in accordance with the criteria in element feature library based on the execution of segmentation and feature extraction. The recognition process is actually the process to match the segmented element feature with the feature in element feature library. If the most similar element can be found, the matching is successful, and the recognition result will be output; if the most similar element cannot be found, the matching is not successful, and the failure information will be output. It's worth mentioning that in this paper, this idea only applies to the online recognition system for handwriting Uygur, not applying to the offline character recognition system, so some specific features of online input are necessary, For example, during online recognition, the system accepts the decomposed strokes of character, including the information of starting point, ending point, time sequence and direction; in other words, the system inputs strokes rather than a whole character, and the system only needs to recognize several dozens of strokes to compose all Uygur characters consisting of these strokes.
EXPERIMENT RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Experiment Evaluation Criteria
In order to evaluate the quality of an algorithm, we generally determine it based on the quality of experiment system performance, while the quality of system performance also involves some parameters for evaluation, and the online recognition of Uygur handwriting discussed in this paper is no exception. In addition to referring to common approaches used in general character recognition, the evaluation indices need to be modified and supplemented in accordance with the characteristics of Uygur recognition. This paper adopts the following four groups of indices to represent the system performance (there are two computational models: I and II) and evaluate the algorithm quality. It needs to be pointed out that the experiment in this paper is conducted based on the PC recognizer, so we didn't conduct test and evaluation of its time performance. In future researches, it is necessary to evaluate the time performance of algorithm in mobile device environment (Mohammad, 2014) .
( In which, TTSR (Total Time of Segmentation or Recognition) refers to the total time used for segmentation or recognition.
In the character recognition application, people tend to focus on another important index-PSR (Precision of Segmentation or Recognition): among all characters of segmentation/recognition, except the rejected characters for segmentation/recognition, how much is the proportion of characters with accurate segmentation/recognition? The computation formula is as the following:
In an ideal system, RRSR, FRSR and ATSR should be as small as possible, while PSR and CRSR should be as big as possible. In an actual system, FRSR and RRSR are mutually restricting, and the increase in RRSR is always accompanied with the decline of FRSR, and the increase of CRSR and PSR. Therefore, when evaluating a recognition system, these indices must be comprehensively considered. In addition, due to significant difference of handwriting Uygur in writing habit, style and neatness, efforts must be made to specify from what sample set is an index obtained.
Analysis and Conclusion of Experiment Data
Introduction of data used in experiment:
In order to verify the performance of system realized in this paper, test the system in accordance with the above indices. This experiment used two test sample sets: one is the set of randomly selected minority student (RCD-Random-collection Database); the other set consists of the assistant researchers in the laboratory (SCD-Self-collection Database), and these people were familiar with the system recognition strategy. Due to influence of various factors such as time, labor and feasibility, in our experiment, we only randomly collected data from 20 people. For the convenience of statistics, the test provided 20 long sentences (including characters and syllable) for the reference by the participants; the participants took the test by inputting the characters and common syllables, and everyone was asked to write at least 20 syllables and 32 characters. Among the assistant researchers in the laboratory, test data was only collected from 5 people.
Experiment result: Hardware environment: LENOVO desk computer (Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2120 CPU @ 3.30GHz., 4.0GB memory).
Software environment: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1.
(1) Common syllable segmentation result of Uygur handwriting recognition This experiment conducted statistical analysis of the segmentation and recognition operation of two test samples. Among the 400 common syllables in random data, 347 syllables correctly completed segmentation; 22 syllables completed segmentation, but the segmentation was incorrect or partially false; 31 syllables were rejected segmentation. Therefore, calculate in accordance Pattern II:
The segmentation accuracy rate is: (2) Single character recognition result The accuracy rate of segmentation will directly affect the following single-character recognition result, and the higher the accuracy rate of segmentation is, the higher the probability for accurate single-character recognition; on the contrary, under false or rejected segmentation, the following recognition must be false, and the two aspects are in direct proportion to each other. Therefore, in the following single-character recognition experiment, we will not consider the error or rejection situation during segmentation phase, while only conduct statistics for single character recognition after correct segmentation.
The statistics of the recognition experiment results of RCD and SCD are as shown in the following table 2: In accordance with the above two tables, we can see that although the system segmentation and recognition ability has been significantly improved, there is still a lot of work to do before it realizes the actual application level (the segmentation error and rejection rates are close to 14%; the non-particular single-character recognition rate is below 90%). For a mature recognition algorithm, the comprehensive recognition rate should be above 90%. In the next step, we will further study, specify and improve the segmentation and recognition algorithm, study the recognition post-processing model that combines statistics and related principles and further improve the recognition rate. Based on that, we will also provide more specific test data by using the test sets from database (Kherallah, 2009 ).
